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Underestimation of Lifetime risk in QRiskLifetime risk score
This study aimed to externally validate the QRiskLifetime cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk
prediction tool using a 10-year time horizon. While the tool displayed excellent
discrimination in the whole population, its performance varied when stratified by age-group,
with moderate to poor results. The study revealed that QRiskLifetime under-predicts 10-year
CVD risk in almost all age-groups, implying a likely underestimation of lifetime risk as well.
The study's key limitations include the short follow-up period, as lifetime risk prediction is
more challenging without lifetime follow-up data. Additionally, the high proportion of people
with missing data and potential incorrect assumptions regarding data being missing at
random could affect the results. The study does not account for the fact that younger
people at high risk of premature CVD often do not have a 10-year CVD risk exceeding
current treatment thresholds. Moreover, the assumption that future risk in younger
individuals will remain consistent with current risk in older individuals is a strong one, given
the changing landscape of CVD risk factors. The study highlights the need for better data
linkage, increased access to whole population data, and the development of new prediction
tools that account for competing mortality risks.
External validation of the QLifetime cardiovascular risk prediction tool: population cohort
study. BMC Cardiovasc Disord 2023; 23:194Livingstone S, Morales DR, Fleuriot J et al.



http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=37061672
 
The price of (not) implementing LDL guideline recommendations
The article discusses the potential benefit of implementing guideline-recommended
cholesterol-lowering therapy in patients with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease
(ASCVD) following a myocardial infarction (MI) hospitalization. The authors used
simulations to estimate the percentage of recurrent ASCVD events that could be prevented
if all patients received recommended therapy. The study found that only 27.3% of patients
were receiving guideline-recommended therapy, representing a missed opportunity to
reduce the recurrence of ASCVD events in this high-risk population. If all patients were to
receive recommended therapy, the authors estimated that 21.6% of recurrent ASCVD events
could be prevented over 3-5 years, indicating that population-wide implementation of
recommended therapy has the potential to substantially reduce the burden of recurrent
ASCVD events. One of the weak points of the study is that the data used to estimate the
effectiveness of guideline-recommended therapy was derived from trials of statins,
ezetimibe, and PCSK9i. The study did not take into account potential side effects of these
medications or patient preferences, which could impact the effectiveness of guideline-
recommended therapy in real-world settings. Additionally, the study used data from a
limited timeframe, which may not fully capture the current status of guideline adherence.
Last but certainly not least, the study did not examine the potential cost implications of
implementing guideline-recommended therapy, which could be prohibitive and limit its
feasibility in practice.
Recurrent Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease Events Potentially Prevented with
Guideline-Recommended Cholesterol-Lowering Therapy following Myocardial Infarction.
Cardiovasc Drugs Ther 2023; Sakhuja S, Bittner VA, Brown TM et al.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=37052867
 
DAPT - Stat in acute ischemic stroke, a new effective, and safe
combo
This study compares the safety and efficacy of long-term dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT)
and intensive rosuvastatin with short-term DAPT for acute ischemic stroke (AIS). While the
study found that intensive rosuvastatin with short-term DAPT was equivalent in reducing
the risk of recurrent ischemic stroke, alleviated symptoms more rapidly, and significantly
reduced the risk of bleeding without causing an increase in transaminase or muscle
enzymes, there are several weak points in the research. Firstly, the study is limited by its
single-center, small sample size (220 patients) which may affect the generalizability of the
results. Secondly, the patients were divided into control and study groups on a voluntary
basis, which could introduce selection bias. This incompletely randomized and controlled
design also prevents definitive conclusions about the true efficacy and safety of the
compared treatments. Additionally, the study lacks a hierarchical analysis based on
different stroke types, which could provide a more nuanced understanding of the treatment
effects for specific patient populations. In conclusion, while the study presents interesting
findings, its limitations call for further research with larger sample sizes, randomized
controlled designs, and stratified analysis based on stroke types to validate and expand
upon these initial results.
A comparison of safety and efficacy between long-term DAPT and intensive statins
combined with short-term DAPT for acute ischemic stroke. European journal of medical
research 2023; 28:154Deng T, Liu X, He W et al. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?
term=37081514
 
“Killing” two birds with a statin?
The study "High-Intensity Statin Reduces the Risk of Mortality Among Chronic Liver Disease
Patients With Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease: A Population-Based Cohort Study"
examines the relationship between statin intensity and mortality in patients with chronic
liver disease (CLD) and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD). The study's results
indicate that high-intensity statin is associated with a lower risk of mortality and
cardiovascular-related mortality in patients with CLD and ASCVD. The study concludes that
high-intensity statins should be used in patients with CLD and ASCVD for secondary



prevention of ASCVD, and the potential benefits of optimal intensity use should be
demonstrated. First, as a nonrandomized study, the results may be affected by residual and
unmeasured confounding factors, which the study attempts to address using various
methodologies but may not have fully resolved. Second, the study uses an intention-to-treat
design, which does not account for potential discontinuation or change in statin intensity
for medical reasons, such as increased liver enzyme levels. Third, the study does not
include information on the specific status or condition of CLD, such as Child-Pugh score or
MELD score, which could affect the patients' prognosis. Fourth, the study's population
excludes certain patients with atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease, such as those with
MI, stroke, and peripheral artery disease. Lastly, patients with mild stage nonalcoholic fatty
liver disease are not included, and further studies including this population are needed. In
summary, although the study provides valuable insights, these limitations should be taken
into account when interpreting the results
High-Intensity Statin Reduces the Risk of Mortality Among Chronic Liver Disease Patients
With Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease: A Population-Based Cohort Study. J Am Heart
Assoc 2023; 12:e028310Bea S, Oh IS, Kim JH et al. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?
term=37066797
 
Italian consensus paper on pre-pci statin loading
This expert opinion paper from the Interventional Cardiology Working Group of the Italian
Society of Cardiology discusses lipid-lowering therapy (LLT) management in patients with
coronary artery disease undergoing percutaneous coronary interventions (PCIs) in Italy.
Despite advances in interventional cardiology, patients remain at high risk of developing
recurrent cardiovascular events after PCIs. Several observational studies have shown
suboptimal low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) control, poor adherence to statin
therapy, and underutilization of high-intensity statins, ezetimibe, and proprotein convertase
subtilisin/kexin type 9 inhibitors in real-world clinical practice. Early intensive LLT has been
found to stabilize atheromatous plaque and increase fibrous cap thickness in patients with
acute coronary syndrome. The paper's weak points include a focus on Italian
reimbursement policies and regulations, which may limit its applicability to other countries.
Additionally, there is a gap in addressing patients with LDL-C levels between 55 and 70
mg/dl who cannot benefit from PCSK9i therapy in Italy. The long-term adherence issue with
statin therapy is another area of concern that remains unresolved. The paper also discusses
gene silencing strategies as a potential frontier in treating dyslipidemia, but more research
is needed to confirm their safety, tolerability, and efficacy. Overall, the paper highlights the
importance of early intensive LLT and the need to address gaps in treatment and adherence
for better long-term outcomes.
Lipid-lowering therapy in patients with coronary artery disease undergoing percutaneous
coronary interventions in Italy: an expert opinion paper of Interventional Cardiology
Working Group of Italian Society of Cardiology. Journal of cardiovascular medicine
(Hagerstown, Md.) 2023; 24:e86-e94Calabrò P, Spaccarotella C, Cesaro A et al.
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=37052225
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